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Atomic clock performance enabling geodesy below 
the centimetre level
W. F. McGrew1,2, X. Zhang1,3, r. J. Fasano1,2, S. A. Schäffer1,4, K. Beloy1, D. Nicolodi1,2, r. C. Brown1,8, N. Hinkley1,2,9,  
G. Milani1,5,6, M. Schioppo1,10, t. H. Yoon1,7 & A. D. Ludlow1,2*

The passage of time is tracked by counting oscillations of a 
frequency reference, such as Earth’s revolutions or swings of a 
pendulum. By referencing atomic transitions, frequency (and 
thus time) can be measured more precisely than any other 
physical quantity, with the current generation of optical atomic 
clocks reporting fractional performance below the 10−17 level1–5. 
However, the theory of relativity prescribes that the passage of time 
is not absolute, but is affected by an observer’s reference frame. 
Consequently, clock measurements exhibit sensitivity to relative 
velocity, acceleration and gravity potential. Here we demonstrate 
local optical clock measurements that surpass the current ability 
to account for the gravitational distortion of space-time across 
the surface of Earth. In two independent ytterbium optical lattice 
clocks, we demonstrate unprecedented values of three fundamental 
benchmarks of clock performance. In units of the clock frequency, 
we report systematic uncertainty of 1.4 × 10−18, measurement 
instability of 3.2 × 10−19 and reproducibility characterized by ten 
blinded frequency comparisons, yielding a frequency difference 
of [−7 ± (5)stat ± (8)sys] × 10−19, where ‘stat’ and ‘sys’ indicate 
statistical and systematic uncertainty, respectively. Although 
sensitivity to differences in gravity potential could degrade the 
performance of the clocks as terrestrial standards of time, this same 
sensitivity can be used as a very sensitive probe of geopotential5–9. 
Near the surface of Earth, clock comparisons at the 1 × 10−18 level 
provide a resolution of one centimetre along the direction of gravity, 
so the performance of these clocks should enable geodesy beyond 
the state-of-the-art level. These optical clocks could further be used 
to explore geophysical phenomena10, detect gravitational waves11, 
test general relativity12 and search for dark matter13–17.

Einstein first predicted in his general theory of relativity that gravity  
alters time, an effect sometimes called the gravitational redshift. 
Relative to a given observer, time (and the devices that measure time—
clocks) is seen to evolve more slowly deeper in a gravity potential. To 
make meaningful comparisons between atomic clocks, this shift must 
be accounted for by transforming to a common reference surface, such 
as the geoid, which is the equipotential surface that best fits global- 
mean sea level of the rotating Earth. In practice, the internationally 
recognized coordinate time system Terrestrial Time (TT) implicitly 
defines a surface of constant geopotential that is near the geoid but does 
not change as a result of, for example, eustatic sea-level rise18. Relative 
heights between two ‘nearby’ locations (separated by as much as a few 
hundred kilometres) can be determined with millimetre resolution by 
spirit levelling19, but absolute geopotential determination can best be 
performed by using the Global Navigation Satellite System (GNSS) to 
measure ellipsoidal height and accounting for gravity by using a geoid 
model, leading to a total height uncertainty of several centimetres20,21. 
Near the surface of Earth, relativistic effects amount to a fractional 
frequency shift of 1.1 × 10−18 per centimetre of vertical displacement. 

The geopotential determination afforded by modern GNSS and gravity 
measurements is sufficient for state-of-the-art microwave clocks with a 
systematic uncertainty approaching 1 × 10−16, corresponding to 0.9 m 
of elevation change, but the next generation of clocks has the potential 
to push the boundaries of geodetic precision. These clocks are based 
on optical transitions, in which greater oscillation frequency leads to an 
increase of 105 in the quality factor of the transition and concomitant 
performance improvements. Clock performance is characterized by 
systematic uncertainty (the potential error of the measured transition 
frequency from its unperturbed value), instability (the statistical pre-
cision that the clock affords a measurement) and reproducibility (the 
measured agreement between similar but distinct clocks). We report 
the realization of unprecedented levels in each of these three bench-
marks and demonstrate in a local comparison that these clocks can now 
perform beyond the present-day ability to account for gravitational 
effects of time across the surface of Earth. This opens up the possibility 
of using clocks as precise, next-generation geodetic tools.

We first characterize all known sources of systematic uncertainty in 
two ytterbium optical lattice clocks, denoted Yb-1 and Yb-2 throughout 
(Fig. 1). We report a total uncertainty of 1.4 × 10−18 for each system, as 
shown in Table 1. Both systems exploit in-vacuum, room-temperature  
thermal shields surrounding the lattice-trapped atoms (pictured in 
Fig. 1)22. This facilitates characterization of a key systematic effect 
afflicting optical clocks, namely Stark effects from blackbody radia-
tion (BBR) bathing the ultracold atoms, and further provides an in 
situ Faraday enclosure shielding the atoms from static electric fields 
due to stray charges on the vacuum apparatus23. These clocks also uti-
lize a one-dimensional optical lattice operating near the ‘magic wave-
length’, at which lowest-order trap light shifts on the clock transition 
are cancelled, and higher-order lattice effects have been experimentally 
characterized24. Although alternative architectures utilize cryogenic 
operation25 or three-dimensional optical lattices26,27, the unprecedented 
clock performance reported here requires only a one-dimensional lat-
tice and room-temperature operation, which are useful traits for future 
portable apparatus or robust primary standards of time and frequency. 
While we treat most systematic effects in Methods, here we highlight 
two important effects that have not been experimentally characterized 
previously in optical clocks.

First, collisions of the ultracold atoms with background gases lead 
to a shift of the atomic transition frequency. This shift is expected 
to scale with the trap loss rate, Γ, although this scaling has not been 
experimentally confirmed previously. Furthermore, theoretical deter-
mination of the scaling coefficient requires precise knowledge of the 
van der Waals coefficients of the two colliding particles28. The residual 
gas pressure in our two vacuum systems is about 0.1 μPa, with H2 by 
far the dominant gas species, determined by residual gas analysis. To 
measure the effects of background gas, we heat a non-evaporable getter 
pump and induce outgassing, decreasing the trap lifetime of Yb-1 to 
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as low as 93 ms. Residual gas analysis confirms that the released gas 
is more than 95% H2. We determine the trap lifetime to better than 
5% uncertainty from the ratio of the atomic populations measured 
interleaving between two experimental cycles with variable time delay 
before detection. We determine the induced shift by comparing the 
frequency of Yb-1 with Yb-2, the latter serving as a stable frequency 
reference. As shown in Fig. 2a, the fractional frequency shift from 
background gas collisions is confirmed to vary linearly with loss rate, 
with a coefficient of −1.64(12) × 10−17 s, where the parenthetical value 
represents the 1σ uncertainty of the coefficient. Characteristic values 
of the time constant for Yb-1 and Yb-2 are 3.0 s and 4.5 s, respectively, 
and this value is measured every few days. The shift for Yb-1 is there-
fore −5.5(5) × 10−18, and for Yb-2, −3.6(3) × 10−18. Uncertainty in the 

coefficient of the background gas shift is common-mode between the 
systems, and the differential uncertainty amounts to 3 × 10−19, includ-
ing both coefficient uncertainty and measurement uncertainty of the 
loss rate. We find that accurate determination of this shift is crucial for 
enabling 10−18 uncertainty with typical vacuum levels found in optical 
lattice clock systems. In addition, repeating this measurement at several 
lattice depths, up to eight times its operational value (see Methods), we 
observe that this shift is independent of trap depth at the 10% level.

Second, collisions between lattice-trapped atoms give rise to a fre-
quency shift. Owing to the anti-symmetrization condition of identical 
fermions, embodied in the Pauli exclusion principle, spin-polarized 
171Yb atoms (total atomic angular momentum quantum number 
F = 1/2 for the clock states) cannot interact with each other through 
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Fig. 1 | Simplified experimental scheme. 171Yb atoms are cooled and 
loaded into two vertically oriented one-dimensional optical lattices 
(shown red within optical clocks Yb-1, left panel, and Yb-2, right panel). 
Frequency corrections to the clock laser (yellow arrows) are applied by 
three acousto-optic modulators (AOMs). AOM-1 and AOM-2 also cancel 
the optical path length fluctuations for Yb-1 and Yb-2, with the lattice 
mirror serving as a phase reference. The pumping laser (green arrows) 

creates a spin-polarized atomic sample, and the detection laser (blue 
arrows) reads out atomic populations. The atoms are surrounded by an  
in-vacuum room-temperature thermal shield (see Methods). Middle 
panel, typical 560-ms Rabi spectrum with a Fourier-limited full-width 
at half-maximum of 1.4 Hz (arrowed). Shown is a single trace with no 
averaging and a signal-to-noise ratio characteristic of the measurements 
reported here.

Table 1 | Characteristic clock uncertainty budget
Shift Yb-1 shift Yb-1 uncertainty Yb-2 shift Yb-2 uncertainty Differential uncertainty

Background gas collisions −5.5 0.5 −3.6 0.3 0.3

Spin polarization 0 <0.3 0 <0.1 <0.3

Cold collisionsa −0.21 0.07 −0.02 0.01 0.07

Doppler 0 <0.02 0 <0.01 0.02

BBRa −2,361.2 0.9 −2,371.7 1.0 0.6

Lattice light (model) 0 0.3 0 0.3 <0.1

Travelling wave contamination 0 <0.1 0 <0.01 <0.1

Lattice light (experimental) −1.5 0.8 −1.5 0.8 0.2

Second-order Zeemana −118.1 0.2 −117.9 0.1 0.1

DC Stark 0 <0.07 0 <0.04 <0.08

Probe Stark 0.02 0.01 0.02 0.01 <0.01

Line pulling 0 <0.1 0 <0.1 <0.1

Tunnelling 0 <0.001 0 <0.001 <0.001

Servo error 0.03 0.05 0.03 0.05 <0.01

Optical frequency synthesis 0 <0.1 0 <0.1 <0.1

Total −2,486.5 1.4 −2,494.7 1.4

Gravity shift from TT reference surface 180,819 6 180,815 6 0.3

Total shift from TT reference surface 178,333 6 178,320 6 0.8

All values are in units of 10−18νclock. In the differential measurements, some effects are removed in common-mode between the clocks, while others are uncorrelated, leading to a total uncertainty 
smaller than either individual clock. Description of each of these effects can be found in the main text and Methods.
aShifts are calculated and corrected in real time. Listed values represent the average shift for a typical run.
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even-partial-wave interactions such as s-wave, d-wave, g-wave, and so 
on (although we note that indistinguishability may be compromised by 
inhomogeneous probe excitation; see Methods). We achieve spin polar-
ization by optically pumping on the 556 nm transition in the presence 
of a 0.45 mT magnetic field29. If spin polarization is incomplete, resid-
ual population remains in the depleted spin state, leading to imperfect 
suppression of s-wave collisional shifts. To quantify this effect, we inten-
tionally compromise spin-polarization purity30 by detuning the pump-
ing laser frequency and measure frequency changes between high and 
low density. As shown in Fig. 2b, we find that the fractional frequency 
shift for the operational atom number of Yb-1 scales with η, the propor-
tion of the population in the depleted spin state, as [5.50(12) × 10−17]η.

The effectiveness of optical pumping into the mF = ±1/2 clock  
state is evaluated by examining the maximal excitation ratio of 
the π-transition for atoms remaining in the depleted spin state, as  
displayed in Fig. 2c. For the typical signal-to-noise ratios observed in 
our experiment, it is straightforward to verify that at least 99.5% of the 
atoms are prepared in the desired spin state. With this bound we con-
strain the s-wave collisional shift from imperfect spin polarization to 
be less than 3 × 10−19 for Yb-1. The shift is less than 1 × 10−19 for Yb-2 
owing to the larger lattice beam waist (and correspondingly lower atom 
number density) afforded by the enhancement cavity (see Fig. 1). We 
note that the spin-1/2 nuclear structure, the simplest of any fermion,  
provides a consummate advantage to 171Yb in constraining the  
magnitude of this shift in comparison to other atomic species of  
interest. Failure to account for imperfect spin polarization can easily 
lead to errors above the 10−18 level.

Benefitting from the careful control of systematic shifts that com-
promise stability at long timescales, we demonstrate a clock instability 
that reaches into the 10−19 decade, as shown in Fig. 3. This level of 
performance is demonstrated in two complementary configurations: 
the blue dataset uses 560-ms Rabi spectroscopy, synchronized between 
Yb-1 and Yb-2, and the green dataset uses unsynchronized, 510-ms 
free-evolution-time Ramsey spectroscopy (see Methods). Taken over 
the course of 72 h, with an uptime of 88%, a single-clock measure-
ment instability of 4.5 × 10−19 is achieved in the former configuration,  
as determined by the final point of the total Allan deviation at 36 h.  
An estimated measurement instability of 3.2 × 10−19 is found by fitting 

a white frequency noise model to the total Allan deviation and extra-
polating the fit to the full measurement time. Every 24 h, the clocks 
were unlocked from the atomic transition so that an evaluation could 
be performed to ensure full compliance with the uncertainty budget 
of Table 1. During the clock comparison, the frequency difference 
is corrected in real time for the blackbody shift (see Methods). The  
corrected data are consistent with white frequency noise throughout the 
entire dataset, while a noise floor at 1 × 10−18 is present for the uncor-
rected dataset. This measurement stability demonstrates the possibility 
of geopotential determination approaching millimetre-level statistical 
resolution. Further, this long-time performance does not require syn-
chronized probing schemes, as a comparable instability of 6.4 × 10−19 
is obtained with the unsynchronized sequences (Fig. 3).

Making use of the low measurement instability demonstrated, we 
undertake a campaign of frequency comparisons between the clocks 
to characterize the reproducibility of the two systems, as shown in 
Fig. 4. The frequency comparisons are performed with a blinding pro-
tocol (see Methods) that prevents the operator from having knowl-
edge of the frequency difference during individual measurements. 
The results reported here are the culmination of ten blinded meas-
urements, taken over the course of more than a month. A weighted 
average of these measurements leads to a frequency difference 
(ν2 − ν1)/νclock = [−7 ± (5)stat ± (8)sys] × 10−19 after correcting for all 
relevant systematic effects, where ν1(2) is the frequency of Yb-1(2) and 
νclock = 518 THz is the transition frequency. After four early compari-
sons, not included in the dataset presented here, it was discovered that 
a faulty wire had removed the grounding connection to the conduc-
tive windows of Yb-2, compromising Faraday shielding and leading 
to a mid-10−18 DC Stark shift between the systems. This experience 
underscores the indispensability of experimentally investigating repro-
ducibility for substantiating an uncertainty budget.

We note that the gravitational redshift listed in Table 1 is similar for 
each clock, because the two systems are located in the same laboratory, 
leading to a small relative uncertainty. However, the redshift transfor-
mation to the reference surface of TT has an uncertainty of 6 × 10−18 
(limited by the several-centimetre-level state-of-the-art geodetic 
determination), much larger than the total measurement uncertainty 
between the clocks31. In other words, if these clocks were compared 
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Fig. 3 | Measurement instability. Total Allan deviation (expressed as a 
fractional frequency) representing an upper bound on the single-clock 
measurement instability, ν ν ν/ − /t t(1 2 ) [ ( ) ( )]2 1 clock. The blue and  
red datasets use synchronized Rabi spectroscopy. The green set uses 
unsynchronized Ramsey spectroscopy. Blue and green circles are  
corrected line-by-line for the blackbody shift (see Methods); red circles  
are uncorrected. The blue line represents the white frequency noise 
asymptote of τ. × /−1 5 10 16  for the blue dataset, where τ is the averaging 
time in seconds. Error bars represent the 1σ uncertainty in the Allan 
deviation.

Fig. 2 | Sources of systematic uncertainty. a, Measurement of shifts due  
to collisions with background gas molecules. A fit to the dataset yields a 
shift of Δν/(νclockΓ) = −1.64(12) × 10−17 s. Error bars are the last point  
on the total Allan deviation for frequency comparisons (representing  
half the measurement time of approximately one hour) between  
Yb-1 and Yb-2. b, Cold collisional shift measurements, as a function  
of spin polarization impurity. A fit to the dataset yields a shift of  
Δν/(νclockη) = 5.50(12) × 10−17 for the atom number of Yb-1, N0 ≈ 1,000 
atoms. Error bars are the last point on the total Allan deviation after a 
measurement time of approximately one hour. c, Traces over the Rabi line 
for variable degrees of optical pumping. Red circles are the π-transition 
corresponding to the desired spin state, and blue squares are the depleted 
spin state. From bottom to top, the traces correspond to a detuning of  
0 kHz, 680 kHz and 6,800 kHz from the optical pumping transition 
(natural linewidth is 180 kHz). The value of η (the residual excitation ratio 
of the depleted spin state) is shown for each trace.
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across a long baseline or used for remote comparisons with other clocks 
around the world, the measurement would be limited by gravitational 
knowledge on Earth’s surface. Refinements of geoid models using  
satellite-based long-wavelength data32 and terrestrial short-wavelength 
data33 may reduce future geoid model uncertainty to some extent,  
but height uncertainty at or below 1 cm (fractional frequency uncertain-
ties below 1 × 10−18) remains at best an optimistic goal for conventional 
geodetic techniques21,31. With performance at the levels demonstrated 
here, these optical clocks now enable beyond-state-of-the-art geodetic 
measurements and fundamental physics studies7,8,10,13,15.

Online content
Any methods, additional references, Nature Research reporting summaries, source 
data, statements of data availability and associated accession codes are available at 
https://doi.org/10.1038/s41586-018-0738-2.
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MeThods
Experimental setup. Ytterbium-171 from an effusive cell is slowed and cooled to 
millikelvin temperature by a three-dimensional magneto-optical trap operating on 
the allowed 1S0 → 1P1 transition at 399 nm. The atoms are further cooled to a few 
microkelvin by a three-stage 556 nm magneto-optical trap on the spin-forbidden 
1S0 → 3P1 transition. The ultracold atomic sample is loaded into an optical lattice 
close to the magic wavelength, λlatt = 759 nm. The lattice of Yb-1, with a 1/e2 power 
radius of 75 μm, is formed by retroreflecting the laser upon itself. A larger radius 
of 170 μm is achieved in Yb-2 by means of an enhancement cavity24. Both lattices 
operate at a trap depth of 50 Er (here Er is the lattice photon recoil energy, given 
by Er = h2/(2mλlatt

2), where h is Planck’s constant and m is the mass of 171Yb).  
The atoms are then cooled to a longitudinal temperature of 500 nK by 20 ms  
of sideband cooling34,35 on the 1S0 → 3P0 transition at 578 nm, quenched by the 
3P0 → 3D1 transition at 1,388 nm. The atoms are spin-polarized to >99.5% purity 
on the 556 nm transition. We elect to operate with an atom number, N0, of about 
1,000 lattice-trapped atoms for both systems.

Rabi spectroscopy with an interrogation time of 560 ms is performed on the 
ultra-narrow (natural linewidth of 7 mHz), doubly-forbidden 578 nm line, lead-
ing to a Fourier-limited full-width at half-maximum of 1.4 Hz, shown in Fig. 1. 
By applying a bias field of 0.1 mT, the Zeeman spectral lines are split by 400 Hz, 
and locking is performed by interleaving interrogation between the two lines, as 
described elsewhere29. The clock laser is stabilized to a 29-cm cavity made of ultra-
low expansion glass with an instability assessed as ≤1.5 × 10−16 by using the atoms 
as a frequency discriminator4. After spectroscopy, the normalized excitation ratio 
is detected by collecting fluorescence on the 1S0 → 1P1 transition and repumping 
on the 3P0 → 3D1 transition. The total cycle time is 860 ms, leading to a probe 
time to cycle time ratio of 65%. An atomic shutter blocks the atomic beam during 
spectroscopy, preventing collisional shifts from the atomic beam as well as excess 
BBR shifts from the hot oven. The measurements reported here are taken in two 
complementary configurations: (1) frequency corrections are sent independently  
to AOM-1 and AOM-2 in Fig. 1, seen by Yb-1 and Yb-2 respectively; and  
(2) corrections from Yb-1 are sent to AOM-0, seen identically by both systems. 
In case 1, the frequency difference is simply given by the difference between the 
two lock integrators. In case 2, the frequency difference is inferred by using Yb-2 
as a frequency discriminator. Four measurements, averaging to −5(6) × 10−19, 
are taken in configuration 1. Six measurements, averaging to −8(7) × 10−19, are 
taken in configuration 2.
Cold collisional shifts. While s-wave interactions between identical 171Yb 
atoms are highly suppressed by the Pauli exclusion principle, p-wave collisions 
are allowed36. However, with l ≥ 1 angular momentum, a potential barrier forms 
from the competition of van der Waals attraction and centrifugal repulsion37. As 
a result, such collisions start to freeze out below the p-wave barrier, calculated38 
to be 30 μK. Our trap depth of 50Er corresponds to a maximum atomic temper-
ature of 4.8 μK, and we thus expect collisional shifts to be largely suppressed. 
Inhomogeneous probe excitation may lead to a residual s-wave collisional shift39, 
though previous measurements indicate that this effect is usually small compared 
to p-wave interaction shifts, even at typical ultracold temperatures37. To aid in the 
measurement of collisional shifts at low trap depths, atom number is enhanced by 
quenched sideband cooling of atoms trapped in a deeper lattice (200Er), followed 
by an adiabatic ramp to 50Er depth. Motional sideband spectroscopy is performed, 
and no statistically significant difference is observed in the motional state distri-
bution between this population and a sideband-cooled population loaded directly 
into a 50Er lattice. By evaluating the density-dependent collision shift at a range 
of atom numbers and trap depths, the cold collision shift is measured to be only 
−2.1(7) × 10−19 for the operational atom number, N0, of Yb-1. For Yb-2, the cold 
collision shift is smaller still, −0.2(1) × 10−19, because of the larger beam waist 
present in the enhancement cavity. Given the small magnitude of the observed 
density shift, we note that even operating at an atom number of 40,000, corre-
sponding to a one-second quantum-projection-noise of <5 × 10−18, leads to a 
Yb-2 collisional shift uncertainty in the 10−19 decade.
Doppler shift. By operating in the Lamb–Dicke regime, the atoms of an optical 
lattice clock are essentially stationary with respect to the lattice40, but motion of 
the lattice with respect to the laboratory frame results in a first-order Doppler 
shift. This shift can be explored by introducing a delay before spectroscopy, thus 
altering the phase and amplitude of the motion experienced during spectroscopy. 
Uncontrolled, we have observed first-order Doppler shifts in excess of 1 × 10−16 
for previous generations of our clock. Lattice motion with respect to the clock 
laser frame can be reduced by employing clock laser phase-noise cancellation with 
the lattice retroreflector as a phase reference41,42, though it becomes important 
to understand how completely this technique can afford suppression. Without 
cancellation, we evaluate this shift to be ≤1 × 10−16 for Yb-1 and ≤0.5 × 10−16 for 
Yb-2 under the present operating conditions.

To evaluate the fidelity with which the clock laser is coherently transferred to 
the lattice reference frame, we intentionally induce a large first-order Doppler shift. 

This is done by sweeping the voltage of an electro-optic modulator in the clock 
laser path, leading to an optical path length variation rate ranging from 30 μm s−1 
to 1,500 μm s−1. After implementing phase-noise cancellation to the lattice retrore-
flector, we observe that this shift is suppressed by a factor of ≥5,000. Suppression is 
complete for all optical path length variation rates that were investigated. Applying 
this suppression factor to the uncancelled Doppler shift, we assess this shift to be 
no larger than 2 × 10−20 for Yb-1 and 1 × 10−20 for Yb-2.
BBR Stark shift. By far the largest uncancelled shift present in our 171Yb clock is 
the Stark shift due to BBR from the clock’s room-temperature environment. This 
shift is characterized at better than the part-per-thousand level by means of an 
in-vacuum thermal shield that provides the atoms with a near-ideal blackbody 
environment. The temperature of the shield is determined by five platinum resis-
tive thermal detectors: three mounted on the body of the shield, one on the top 
window and one on a side window. This apparatus has been evaluated comprehen-
sively22, with the following improvements. The resistive thermal detectors are now 
mounted in a manner that better preserves manufacturer calibration, eliminating 
post-calibration fidelity as a source of error. The detectors are packed with more 
aluminium oxide fillings that facilitate heat transfer with the shield in vacuum, 
reducing self-heating. We have also evaluated inhomogeneous window heating due 
to lattice laser absorption, finding that for Yb-2 the enhancement cavity increases 
the effective temperature of the windows on the vertical axis by 440 mK, leading 
to a shift correction of 6(3) × 10−19. For Yb-1, lattice heating is below the mid-
10−19 level. With these modifications, the total environmental shift uncertainty is 
4 × 10−19 and 5 × 10−19 for Yb-1 and Yb-2, respectively.

During the frequency comparisons, we measure each of the thermal detec-
tors every 100 s and apply a correction to each clock frequency based upon the 
effective temperature of the system22. We note that the three thermal detectors 
on the body agree to within the calibration uncertainty of <5 mK. Even in the 
tightly controlled thermal environment of the laboratory, real-time corrections 
are necessary to remove frequency drift between the clocks. In Fig. 3 it is seen 
that without correcting for the BBR shift, the clocks encounter a noise floor of 
1 × 10−18, consistent with the approximately 100 mK deviations we observe. With 
BBR corrections properly applied, no noise floor is observed and the clocks aver-
age below 5 × 10−19.

The greater part (8.5 × 10−19) of the BBR shift uncertainty is due to uncer-
tainty in the coefficient of the so-called dynamic correction to atomic response43. 
Improved measurement of the 3D1 lifetime and branching ratio to 3P0 can reduce 
this source of uncertainty. Atomic response is common-mode between the two 
room-temperature clocks, but uncertainty due to blackbody environment is uncor-
related. The differential uncertainty is therefore a quadrature sum of the environ-
mental uncertainty, amounting to 6 × 10−19.
Lattice light shift. By operating at the magic wavelength, where the electric 
dipole (E1) polarizabilities of the ground and excited states precisely cancel, clock 
frequency can be made largely insensitive to lattice laser intensity40. This tech-
nique allows much better than part-per-million cancellation of the lattice AC 
Stark shift, but at the current frontier of optical clock performance higher-order 
polarizabilities due to, for example, M1-, E2- and two-photon E1-transitions are 
relevant. Combined with motional state quantization in the lattice, these effects 
introduce a non-polynomial dependence on intensity, as well as dependence on 
atomic temperature44. Recent analysis has found that the scaling of atomic tem-
perature with trap depth can lead to a simplification of the shift, allowing it to be 
modelled as a polynomial series24. A further implication of these effects is that 
the E1-polarizability affects higher-order trap-depth-dependent terms, leading 
to meaningful frequency-dependence of these terms (R.C.B. et al., manuscript in 
preparation). For the 50Er lattice trap depth we employ here, we find that a cubic 
fit is sufficient to model relevant light shifts with an error ≤3 × 10−19. We note that 
the model uncertainty of the lattice light shift is common-mode between the two 
clocks and is thus suppressed in the differential uncertainty.

If the forward-going and backward-going lattice beams of Yb-1 do not have 
the same intensity, a travelling wave is present, leading to an apparent shift of the 
power series coefficients25. Allowing for an intensity mismatch of up to 15% due to 
scattering, absorption or imperfect retroreflection and focusing, we conservatively 
constrain the travelling wave contamination of Yb-1 to be no more than 1 × 10−19. 
The enhancement cavity prevents any substantial lattice intensity mismatch from 
occurring on Yb-2.

To minimize the negative effects of the lattice light shift, we choose to tune our 
lattice laser to the operational magic wavelength, at which a positive quadratic shift 
partially cancels a negative linear shift, yielding a shift insensitive to changes in 
trap depth in the vicinity of our operational trap depth44. For our sideband-cooled 
sample, we find an operational magic wavelength corresponding to a frequency of 
394,798,267.7(5) MHz, leading to an experimental lattice light shift uncertainty of 
8 × 10−19. The differential uncertainty is only 2 × 10−19, as the operational magic 
wavelength suppresses uncertainty due to small differences in trap depth. The lat-
tice laser is stabilized to a cavity made of ultra-low expansion glass and is measured  
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on a weekly basis with a resolution better than 10 kHz by an octave-spanning  
Ti:sapphire optical frequency comb referenced to a calibrated hydrogen maser.
Zeeman shift. As the clock is referenced to a transition between spherically sym-
metric (J = 0) electronic states, the atomic wavefunction is insensitive at first order 
to any non-scalar effect, such as coupling to a magnetic field. Owing to non-zero 
nuclear spin, a small degree of linear field sensitivity is present. The difference in 
splitting between π- and σ-transitions can be used to measure the magnetic field, 
and thus the linear Zeeman sensitivity can be determined45. We find that the linear 
Zeeman effect splits the π-transitions by 199.516(2) Hz per G from centre, in good 
agreement with a previous measurement29.

By iteratively interrogating the two nuclear spin states and taking the average, 
the first-order Zeeman shift is cancelled completely. We confirm this experimen-
tally to the 4 × 10−19 level by measuring the clock frequency difference between 
large magnetic fields with opposite polarity. The measured splitting yields a read-
out of the magnetic field, used to precisely determine the second-order Zeeman 
coefficient. By interleaving between two clocks at different magnetic fields, the 
coefficient is found to be −0.06095(7) Hz per G2, in good agreement with a previ-
ous measurement36. Precise spectroscopic determination of the magnetic field is 
complicated by the existence of a polarization-dependent vector Stark shift from 
the lattice laser that acts as a pseudo-magnetic field45. In practice, it is straightfor-
ward to reduce this shift to <100 mHz by using a linearly polarized lattice laser. 
For Yb-1, the second-order Zeeman shift is −118.1(2) × 10−18, with an uncertainty 
limited by knowledge of the residual vector Stark shift. For Yb-2, a well-defined 
linear eigen-polarization is coupled into the build-up cavity, leading to a negligible 
vector Stark shift24 and a Zeeman uncertainty of only 1 × 10−19, limited by knowl-
edge of the second-order coefficient. The vector Stark shift is uncorrelated, but 
the coefficient uncertainty is common-mode, yielding a differential uncertainty 
of 1 × 10−19.
DC Stark shift. Stray DC electric fields have been observed to cause Stark shifts 
of the order of 10−13 for some optical lattice clocks46. Our thermal shield serves 
as a Faraday cage to null stray electric fields. During normal clock operation, the 
body of the shield and the windows, coated with conductive indium-tin oxide, 
are grounded. By applying voltage to the windows of the thermal shield, the Stark 
shift due to stray electric fields is found to be consistent with zero at better than 
the 10−19 level on both systems23.
Probe Stark shift. A measurement of the probe AC Stark shift, arising from the 
clock light itself, is performed by measuring the clock shift between normal opera-
tion and a case where the clock laser is phase-modulated, and the clock transition is 
excited by a weak resonant sideband 40 dB lower in intensity than the off-resonant 
carrier. For 560-ms Rabi spectroscopy, the probe shift is found to be 2 × 10−20, with 
uncertainty conservatively assessed at 50% of its value. This shift is largely removed 
in common-mode for the differential measurement.
Line pulling. The presence of other spectroscopic features near the atomic tran-
sition can lead to an apparent shift of the line. σ±-transitions result from driving 
the ΔmF = ±1 transition. These transitions, detuned from the clock transition by 
1.15 kHz, are typically suppressed to about 1% by using linearly polarized clock 
light parallel to the quantization axis of the atoms. Imperfect spin polarization 
might lead to a residual population of clock atoms in the depleted nuclear spin 
state. This population is suppressed by at least 99.5%, and the π- (σ-) transitions 
are detuned by ±400 (∓750) Hz. The closest spectroscopic features are the trans-
verse sidebands, detuned by only 60 Hz from the carrier. However, they are highly 
symmetric due to the large number of transverse motional states and are largely 
suppressed by probing collinear to the lattice laser. Owing to a relatively narrow 
Fourier-limited linewidth of 1.4 Hz (Fig. 1), we place a conservative upper bound 
of 1 × 10−19 on all sources of uncertainty from line pulling.
Tunnelling. In a horizontal lattice, tunnelling of atoms between lattice sites could 
potentially result in a shift as large as the bandwidth of the Bloch state. By orient-
ing the lattice vertically, adjacent lattice sites are non-degenerate by a frequency 
Δg, given by h × Δg = mg(λlatt/2)cosθ ≈ h × 1.6 kHz, where g = 9.8 m s−2 is the 
acceleration due to gravity and θ ≈ 1° is the lattice’s declination from vertical. This 
non-degeneracy induces atomic localization through periodic Bloch oscillations, 
spectroscopically manifested as sidebands corresponding to transitions between 
Wannier–Stark states. It has been shown theoretically that interference between  
the carrier and Bloch sidebands can lead to a shift of order of magnitude  
Ω0Ω1/Δg, where Ω0 and Ω1 are respectively the Rabi frequencies of the carrier 
and the first-order Bloch sideband47. By investigating the amplitude of the Bloch 
sideband for a typical sample at 500 nK (corresponding to a mean longitudinal 
motional number 〈nz〉 = 0.04), it is found that Ω1 = (3 × 10−4)Ω0. For 560-ms Rabi 
spectroscopy, we conservatively assess the tunnelling shift as <1 × 10−21.
Servo error. Local oscillator frequency drift can result in a locked frequency offset 
from the atomic transition, due in part to the delay between atomic interroga-
tion and frequency feedback correction. We control servo error by probing our 
transition first in ascending frequency order and then in descending frequency 
order, cancelling cavity drift at <500 μHz s−1 by digital feed-forward correction 

and implementing a second integrator. By analysis of the lock error signal during 
extended clock operation, we observe servo error consistent with zero at the sub-
10−19 level for our longest runs. Owing to the shared local oscillator, servo error 
is common-mode between the two clocks, and is suppressed to a high degree.
Optical frequency synthesis shifts. Clock operation requires pulsing the 578 nm 
interrogation laser with an AOM, a process which is known to induce phase chirps. 
The switching AOM also serves as the phase-noise-cancellation AOM41 that, when 
locked, leads to phase transients that are largely random, averaging to <50 mrad, 
and are suppressed with a time constant of <20 μs. Following a previous analysis42, 
we place a conservative upper bound of 1 × 10−20 on this source of uncertainty.

Updating the frequency of a direct digital synthesizer (DDS) can also lead to 
phase transients that are seen as a frequency shift on the clock transition48. By 
synchronizing a counter to the clock interrogation and directly counting the DDS 
frequency, we confirm that this technical source of error is consistent with zero at 
the level of 7 × 10−20, leading to a differential uncertainty of 1 × 10−19.
Determination of geopotential. As dictated by relativity, measurements of time in 
different reference frames should be transformed into a shared reference system. 
A clock that is elevated above the geoid experiences a gravitational blueshift, as 
well as a redshift due to increasing centrifugal acceleration49. A recent state-of-the-
art determination of the geopotential of the Q407 marker on the NIST-Boulder 
campus found a clock shift of 179,853(6) × 10−18 from the reference surface of 
TT31. Spirit levelling paired with high-accuracy gravimetry is used to determine 
a further shift of 810.9(2) × 10−18 between the Q407 marker and the laboratory 
floor. The atomic sample is localized by means of the position of the atomic detec-
tion laser, and the heights of the lattice-trapped atoms within Yb-1 and Yb-2 are 
measured to 2 mm resolution, leading to a further shift of 154.9(2) × 10−18 and 
151.1(2) × 10−18, respectively.
Synchronized operation. The main focus of our study is the characterization of 
systematic effects and of the level at which they can be controlled. We therefore 
choose to perform clock comparisons with synchronous interrogation to reduce 
measurement instability by rejecting the Dick effect in common mode50,51. Despite 
rejecting the Dick effect, synchronous interrogation does not reject other sources 
of error, and reaching low instability at long timescales requires control of all sys-
tematic shifts. To demonstrate the frequency stability afforded by the clocks, we 
measure instabilities at the 10−19 level for both synchronized and unsynchronized 
modes of operation, as shown in Fig. 3. For the unsynchronized measurements, 
we utilize Ramsey spectroscopy with a free-evolution time of 510 ms so that the 
enhanced quality factor enables a one-second instability similar to the synchro-
nized Rabi case. We note that the one-second instability of 1.5 × 10−16 remains 
higher than the expected quantum-projection-noise limit (<5 × 10−17, for the 
conditions discussed above), owing to technical sources of noise.
Blinding protocol and selection criteria. Operator bias can be an important 
source of error in any physical measurement. For example, for frequency com-
parisons such as those reported in Fig. 4, it would be possible for the operator to 
stop the experiment when statistical fluctuations temporarily push the average 
frequency difference to zero. To eliminate this source of bias, we employ a blinding 
protocol that adds a large offset to the frequency difference observed by the oper-
ator. This offset is pseudorandomly chosen from a uniform distribution spanning 
±1 kHz, many orders of magnitude greater than the sub-millihertz resolution of 
the experiment. The operator is completely blind to the frequency difference until 
the termination of the measurement.

Before commencing each blinded measurement, both clocks are comprehen-
sively assessed to verify that they are fully compliant with the uncertainty budget 
of Table 1. This assessment consists of a checklist of all parameters that can change 
from day to day. For instance, the operator verifies via motional sideband spec-
troscopy that the trap depth is within 10% of 50 Er and that the longitudinal tem-
perature is lower than 1 μK. A post-selection criterion, that data averages as white 
frequency noise for averaging times greater than 100 s, is also established. An 
eleventh dataset, with a noise floor of 7 × 10−18 at ≥104 s, is excluded because of 
the latter criterion. We note that, owing to the larger error bars associated with it, 
inclusion of this set would not meaningfully change the average. With no omis-
sions, each of the ten blinded measurements subject to these criteria is included in 
the computation of the average frequency difference of −7(5)stat × 10−19. Statistical 
error bars are assigned by applying a τ/1  fit to the total Allan deviation assuming 
a servo attack time of 20 s and extrapolating to the full measurement time.

Data availability
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the correspond-
ing author upon reasonable request.
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